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Abstract

A new, simple formal speci cation is presented for a partitionable view-oriented group communication service. The
speci cation consists of a state machine to express safety
requirements and a timed trace property to express performance and fault-tolerance requirements. The speci cation is
used to construct a totally-ordered-broadcast application, using an algorithm (based on algorithms of Amir, Dolev, Keidar
and others) that reconciles information derived from di erent
views of the group. Correctness of the resulting application
is proved, and its performance and fault-tolerance analyzed.
The speci cation has a simple implementation, based on a
group membership algorithm of Cristian and Schmuck.

1 Introduction

In the development of practical distributed systems, considerable e ort is devoted to making distributed applications
robust in the face of typical processor and communication
failures. Constructing such systems is dicult, however, because of the complexities of the applications and of the faultprone distributed settings in which they run. To aid in this
construction, some computing environments include generalpurpose building blocks that provide powerful distributed
computation services.
Among the most important examples of building blocks
are group communication services. Group communication
services enable processes located at di erent nodes of a distributed network to operate collectively as a group; the processes do this by using a group communication service to multicast messages to all members of the group. Di erent group
communication services o er di erent guarantees about the
order and reliability of message delivery. Examples are found
in Isis [6], Transis [11], Totem [25], Newtop [13], Relacs [3]
and Horus [27].
The basis of a group communication service is a group
membership service. Each process, at each time, has a unique
view of the membership of the group. The view includes a
list of the processes that are members of the group. Views
can change from time to time, and may become di erent at
di erent processes. Isis introduced the important concept
of virtual synchrony [6]. This concept has been interpreted
in various ways, but an essential requirement is that if a
particular message is delivered to several processes, then all
have the same view of the membership when the message
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is delivered. This allows the recipients to take coordinated
action based on the message, the membership set and the
rules prescribed by the application.
The Isis system was designed for an environment where
processors might fail and messages might be lost, but where
the network does not partition. That is, it assumes that
there are never two disjoint sets of processors, each set communicating successfully among its members. This assumption might be reasonable for some local area networks, but
it is not valid in wide area networks. Therefore, the more
recent systems mentioned above allow the possibility that
concurrent views of the group might be disjoint.
To be most useful to application programmers, system
building blocks should come equipped with simple and precise speci cations of their guaranteed behavior. These speci cations should include not only safety properties, but also
performance and fault-tolerance properties. Unfortunately,
providing appropriate speci cations for group communication services is not an easy task. Some of these services are
rather complicated, and there is still no agreement about
exactly what the guarantees should be. Di erent speci cations arise from di erent implementations of the same service, because of di erences in the safety, performance, or
fault-tolerance that is provided. Moreover, the speci cations that most accurately describe particular implementations may not be the ones that are easiest for application
programmers to use.
The rst major work on the development of speci cations
for fault-tolerant group-oriented membership and communication services appears to be that of Ricciardi [28], and the
research area is still active (see, e.g., [26, 7]). In particular, there has been a large amount of work on developing
speci cations for partitionable group services. Some speci cations deal just with membership and views [17, 29] while
others also cover message services (ordering and reliability
properties) [24, 4, 5, 9, 12, 15, 16]. These speci cations are
all complicated, many are dicult to understand, and some
seem to be ambiguous. It is not clear how to tell whether a
speci cation is sucient for a given application. It is not even
clear how to tell whether a speci cation is implementable at
all; impossibility results such as those in [7] demonstrate that
this is a serious issue.
In this paper, we present a new, simple formal specication for a partitionable view-oriented group communication service. To demonstrate the value of our speci cation, we use it to construct an ordered-broadcast application, using an algorithm, based on algorithms of Amir, Dolev,
Keidar, Melliar-Smith and Moser [18, 1], that reconciles information derived from di erent views. We prove the correctness and analyze the performance and fault-tolerance of
this algorithm. Our speci cation has a simple implementation, based on the membership algorithm of Cristian and
Schmuck [10]. We
call our speci cation VS , which stands for
view-synchrony.1
1

This is not the same as the notion of view-synchrony in [5].

In VS , the views are presented to each processor2 according to a consistent total order, though not every processor
need see every view. Each message is associated with a particular view, and all send and receive events for a message
occur at processors when they have the associated view. The
service provides a total order on the messages associated with
each view, and each processor receives a pre x of this total
order. There are also some guarantees about stabilization
of view information and about successful message delivery,
under certain assumptions about the number of failures and
about the stabilization of failure behavior.
Our speci cation VS does not describe all the potentiallyuseful properties of any particular implementation. Rather,
it includes only the properties that are needed for the orderedbroadcast application. However, preliminary results suggest
that the same speci cation is also useful for other applications.
The style of our speci cation is di erent from those of
previous speci cations for group communication services, in
that we separate safety requirements from performance and
fault-tolerance requirements. The safety requirements are
formulated in terms of an abstract, global input/output state
machine, using precondition-e ect notation. This enables assertional reasoning about systems that use this service. The
performance and fault-tolerance requirements are expressed
as a collection of properties that must hold in executions
of the service. Speci cally, we include failure-status input
actions in the speci cation; we then give properties saying
that consensus on the view and timely message delivery are
guaranteed in an execution provided that it stabilizes to a
situation in which the failure status stops changing and corresponds to a consistently partitioned system. This stabilization hypothesis can be seen as an abstract version of the
\timed asynchronous model" of Cristian [8]. These performance and fault-tolerance properties are expressed in precise
natural language and require operational reasoning.
We consider how our view-synchronous group communication service can be used in the distributed implementation
of a sequentially consistent memory. It turns out that the
problem can be subdivided into two: the implementation
of a totally ordered broadcast communication service using a
view-synchronous group communication service, and the implementation of sequentially consistent memory using a totally ordered broadcast 3service. The second of these is easy
using known techniques , so we focus in this paper on the
rst problem. A totally ordered broadcast service delivers
messages submitted by its clients, according to a single total
ordering of all the messages; this total order must be consistent with the order in which the messages are sent by any
particular sender. Each client receives a pre x of the ordering, and there are also some guarantees of successful delivery,
under certain assumptions about the stabilization of failure
behavior. This service is di erent from a view-synchronous
group communication service in that there is no notion of
\view"; the ordering guarantees apply to all the messages,
not just those within individual views.
We begin in Section 3 by giving a simple formal speci cation for a totally ordered broadcast service, which we call
TO . TO serves as the correctness de nition for the orderedbroadcast application. It consists of an abstract state machine for safety properties, plus stabilized properties for performance and fault-tolerance.
2
We consider \processor groups" in the formal material of this paper rather than \process groups". The distinction is unimportant here.
3
The \replicated state machine" approach of Lamport [19], surveyed by Schneider in [30], is one such approach.

Then, in Section 4, we present our new speci cation for a
partitionable group communication service, VS . VS includes
a crisp notion of a local view, that is, each processor, at any
time, has a current view and knows the membership of the
group in its current view; moreover, any messages sent by
any processor in a view are received (if they are received at
all) in the same view. The VS service also provides a \safe"
indication, once a message has been delivered to all members
of the view.
The most important di erences between VS and other
group communication speci cations are:
1. VS does not mention any \transitional views" or \hidden views", such as are found in Extended Virtual Synchrony [24] or the speci cation of Dolev et al [12]. Each
processor always has a well-de ned view of the group
membership, and all recipients of a message share the
view that the sender had when the message was sent.
2. VS does not require that a processor learn of all the views
of which it is a member.
3. VS does not require any relationship among the membership of concurrent views held by di erent processors.
Stronger speci cations demand that these views be either
disjoint or identical [5], or either disjoint or subsets [4].
4. VS does not require consensus on whether a message is
delivered. Many other speci cations for group communication, including [4, 5, 12, 15, 24], insist on delivery
at every processor in the intersection of the current view
and a successor view. We allow each member to receive a
di erent subset of the messages associated with the view;
however, each member must receive a pre x of a common
total order of the messages of that view.
5. The \safe" indication is separate from the message delivery event. In Transis, Totem and Horus [11, 25, 27],
delivery is delayed until the lower layer at each site has
the message (though it might not yet have delivered it).
Thus in these systems, safe delivery means that every
other member is guaranteed to also provide safe delivery
or crash. A simple \coordinated attack" argument (as in
Chapter 5 of [20]) shows that in a partitionable system,
this notion of safe delivery is incompatible with having all
recipients in exactly the same view as the sender. In contrast, our service delivers a message before it is safe and
later provides a noti cation once delivery has happened
at all other group members.
6. There are no liveness requirements that apply to all executions. Instead, we follow the \timed asynchronous
model" of Cristian [8] and make conditional claims for
timely delivery only in certain executions where the processors and links behave well.
The di erences represented by points 2, 4 and 6 mean that
VS is not subject to the impossibility results that aict some
group communication speci cations [5, 7].
Although VS is weaker in several respects than most considered in the literature, we demonstrate that it is strong
enough to be useful, by showing, in Section 5, how an interesting and useful algorithm can run on top of it. This
algorithm is based on data replication algorithms developed
by Amir, Dolev, Keidar, Melliar-Smith and Moser [18, 1].
These algorithms implement a fault-tolerant shared memory
by sending modi cation operations to each replica through
a group communication service based on Extended Virtual
Synchrony, and carrying out a state-exchange protocol when
partition components merge. Our algorithm, which we call
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Figure 1: System components and interfaces
VStoTO , can be seen as a more abstract form of both previ- We do not use the \task" construct of the model { the only
ous ones, separated from the speci c use for data replication. components we need are a set of states, a designated subset of
In Sections 6 and 7, we prove that the VStoTO algorithm, start states, a signature specifying input, output and internal
running on top of VS , indeed provides the service expressed actions, and a set of (state,action,state) transitions. The
by the TO speci cation. The safety aspect of this claim uses timed model we use is that of Lynch and Vaandrager [23], as
assertional methods. We give invariants on the global state described in Chapter 23 of [20]. This is similar to the untimed
of a system that consists of the VStoTO algorithm and the model, but also includes time passage actions  (t), which
VS state machine. We then give a simulation relationship
indicate the passage of real time t. Time passage actions
between the global state of the system and the TO state also have associated state transitions.
machine. The performance and fault-tolerance aspects of the
An execution fragment of an I/O automaton is an alproof involve operational reasoning about timed executions.
ternating sequence of states and actions consistent with the
Figure 1 depicts the major components of the system we transition relation. An execution is an execution fragment
consider, and their interactions.
that begins with a start state. Timed execution fragments
The full version of this paper can be found at the URL and timed executions of a timed automaton are de ned in
http://theory.lcs.mit.edu/tds/vsgc.html.
the same way. A timed execution fragment
of a timed automaton has a \limit time" ltime 2 R0 [ f1g, which is the
2 Mathematical Foundations
sum of all the amounts of time in its time passage actions.
Since our treatment is compositional, we need notions of
If r is a binary relation, then we de ne dom (r) to be the set
(without repetitions) of rst elements of the ordered pairs external behavior for both types of automata. For I/O aucomprising relation r, and range (r) to be the set of second tomata, we use traces , which are sequences of actions; for
elements. If f is a partial function from A to B and ha; bi 2 timed automata, we use timed traces , each of which is a seof actions paired with its time of occurrence, together
A  B , then f  ha; bi is de ned to be the partial function quence
with a value ltime 2 R0 [ f1g indicating the total duration
that is identical to f except that f (a) = b.
If f and g are partial functions, from A to B and from of time over which the events are observed. The external beof an I/O automaton is captured by the set of traces
A to C respectively, then the pair hf;gi is de ned to be the havior
generated
by its executions, while that of a timed automaton
function from A to B  C such that hf;gi(a) = hf (a); g(a)i.
We write  for the empty sequence, and hhaii for the se- is captured by the set of timed traces generated by its \adquence consisting of the single element a. If s is a sequence, missible" timed executions, i.e., those in which ltime = 1.
Execution fragments can be concatenated, as can timed
length(s) denotes the length of s. If s is a sequence and
execution
fragments, traces and timed traces. I/O automata
1  i  length(s) then s(i) denotes the ith element of s. If s
and t are sequences and s is nite, then the concatenation of can be composed, as can timed automata; Chapters 8 and 23
of [20] contain theorems showing that composition respects
s and t is denoted by s  t. We say that sequence s is a pre x0 the
external behavior. Invariant assertion and simulation
of sequence t, 0written as s  t, provided that there exists s
relation
methods for these two models are also presented in
such that s  s = t. A collection S of sequences is consistent
provided that for every s; t 2 S , either s  t or t  s. If S those chapters.
is a consistent collection of sequences, we de ne lub (S ) to be 3 Totally Ordered Broadcast
the minimum sequence t such that s  t for all s 2 S .
We often regard a sequence s as a partial function from In this section, we present TO , our speci cation for a totally
its index set to its elements; thus, for example, we use the ordered broadcast communication service. TO is a combinafunction notation range (s) to denote the set of elements ap- tion of a state machine TO-machine and a performance/faultpearing in sequence s. If s is a sequence of elements of X tolerance property TO-prop , which is a property of timed
and f is a partial function from X to Y whose domain in- traces allowed by a timed version of TO-machine.
cludes range (s), then applyall (f;s) denotes the sequence t
For the rest of the paper, we x P to be a totally ordered
of elements of Y such that length(t) = length(s) and, for
nite set of processor identi ers (we will often refer to these
i  length(t), t(i) = f (s(i)).
as locations) and A to be a set of data values.
Our services and algorithms are described using untimed
The interface between the service and its clients is through
and timed state machine models. Untimed models are used input actions of the form bcast(a) , representing the submisfor the safety properties, while timed models are used for the sion of data value a by a client at the location of processor p,
performance and fault-tolerance properties.
and output actions of the form brcv(a) , representing the
The untimed model we use is the I/O automaton model delivery of a to a client at q of a data value previously sent
of Lynch and Tuttle [21], also described in Chapter 8 of [20]. by a client at p. We call the messages at this interface \data
p

p;q

values", to distinguish them from messages at lower-level interfaces.
The state of the speci cation automaton includes a queue
queue of data values, each paired with the location at which
it originated. Also, for each location p, there is a queue
pending[p] containing the data values originating at p that
have not yet been added to queue. Finally, for each p there
is an integer next [p] giving the index in queue of the next data
value to be delivered at p. The code is given in Figure 2.
Signature:
Input:
Internal:
bcast(a) , a A, p P
to-order(a; p), a A, p P
Output:
brcv(a) , a A, p; q P
States:
p

p;q

2

2

2

2

2

2

queue , a nite sequence of A  P , initially empty
for each p 2 P :
pending [p], a nite sequence of A, initially empty
next [p] 2 N 0 , initially 1

Transitions:
bcast(a)

>

p

E ect:
append a to pending[p]

to-order(a; p)

Precondition:
a is head of pending [p]
E ect:
remove head of pending[p]
append ha; pi to queue

brcv(a)
Precondition:
queue (next [q]) = ha; pi
E ect:
next [q] next [q] + 1
p;q

for each p, q:

good
good
bad
bad
ugly
ugly
If is any nite sequence of actions of TO-fsig , then we
de ne the failure status of any location or pair of locations
after to be either good , bad , or ugly , based on the last
action for that location or pair of locations in . If there is
no such action, the default choice is good .
The intention (though this is formally meaningless at this
level of abstraction) is that a good processor takes steps with
no time delay after they become enabled, a bad processor is
stopped, and an ugly processor operates at nondeterministic
speed (or may even stop). Similarly, a good channel delivers
all messages that are sent while it is good, within a xed time
of sending. A bad channel delivers no messages. An ugly
channel might or might not deliver its messages, and there
are no timing restrictions on delivery. But these statements
refer to processors, channels and their properties, notions
that belong in an implementation model, not in an abstract
service speci cation.
To formulate our performance/fault-tolerance claim, we
de ne the property TO-prop (b; d; Q) as a parameterized property of a timed sequence pair over external actions of TO-fsig ,
as de ned in [23]. This is a pair consisting of a sequence of
timed actions (with non-decreasing times) together with an
p

p

p

Both of the following hold:
1. with timing information removed is a trace of TO-machine.
2. Suppose that ( ; 1) = ( ; l)(; 1) and that all the following hold:
(a)  contains no failure status events for locations in Q or for
pairs including a location in Q.
(b) All locations in Q and all pairs of locations in Q are good
after .
(c) If p 2 Q and q 62 Q then (p; q) is bad after .
Then (; 1) can be written as (0 ; l0 )(00 ; 1), where
(a) l0  b.
(b) Every data value sent from a location in Q in at time t is
delivered at all members of Q by time max ft; (l + l0 )g + d.
(c) Every data value delivered in to any location in Q at time t
is delivered at all members of Q by time max ft; (l + l0 )g + d.

We de ne the speci cation TO (b; d; Q) to be the pair consisting of TO-machine and TO-prop (b; d; Q). We say that
a timed automaton A satis es the speci cation TO (b; d; Q)
provided that every admissible timed trace of A is in the set
(of timed sequence pairs) de ned by TO-prop (b; d; Q).

4 View-Synchronous Group Communication

Figure 2: TO-machine
The nite traces of this automaton are exactly the nite
pre xes of traces of a totally ordered causal broadcast service,
as de ned in [14]. Note that, in any trace of TO-machine,
there is a natural correspondence between brcv events and
the bcast events that cause them.
Now we de ne the performance/fault-tolerance property
TO-prop . Its signature TO-fsig is the same as the signature
of TO-machine, with the addition of the following actions:
Input:
for each p:

ltime . Here, we only consider cases where ltime = 1. The
parameters b and d are nonnegative reals, and the parameter
Q is a set of processors.
TO-prop(b; d; Q):

p;q

p;q

p;q

In this section, we present VS , our formal speci cation for a
view-synchronous synchronous group communication service.
VS is a combination of a state machine VS-machine and a
performance/fault-tolerance property VS-prop.
For the rest of the paper, we x M to be a message alphabet, and hG; < ; g0 i to be a totally ordered set of view
identi ers with an initial view identi er. We de ne views =
G  P (P ), the set of pairs consisting of a view identi er together with a set of locations; an element of the set views is
called a view . If v is a view, we write v:id and v:set to denote
the view identi er and set components of v, respectively.
The external actions of VS-machine include actions of
the form gpsnd(m) , representing the client at p sending a
message m, and actions of the form gprcv(m) , representing the delivery to q of the message m sent by p. Outputs
safe(m) are also provided at q to report that the earlier
message m from p has been delivered to all locations in the
current view as known by q.
VS-machine informs its clients of group status changes
through newview(hg; S i) actions, p 2 S , which tells p that
the view identi er g is associated with membership set S
and that, until another newview occurs, the following messages will be in this view. After any nite execution, we
de ne the current view at p to be the argument v in the last
newview event, if any, otherwise it is the pair consisting of
the distinguished initial view identi er g0 and the universe
P of processor locations.
The code is given in Figure 3. The state of the automaton
is similar to that of TO-machine , except that there are multiple queues, one per view identi er, and similarly for each
view identi er there is a separate indicator for the next index
to be delivered to a given location. Also, the service keeps
track of all the views that have ever been de ned, and of the
current view at each location.
The actions for creating a view and for informing a processor of a new view are straightforward (recall that the signature ensures that only members, but not necessarily all members, receive noti cation of a new view). Within each view,
messages are handled as in TO-machine: rst kept pending,
then placed into a total order in the appropriate queue, and
G

p

p;q

p;q

p

p

Signature:

Input:
gpsnd(m) , m 2 M , p 2 P
Output:
gprcv(m) hidden g, m 2 M , p 2 P , q 2 P , g 2 G
safe(m) hidden v, m 2 M , p 2 P , q 2 P , v 2 views
newview(v) , v 2 views, p 2 P , p 2 v:set
p

Internal:

createview(v), v views
vs-order(m; p; g), m M , p P , g G
2

2

2

2

p;q

p;q

p

States:

created  views, initially fhg0 ; P ig
for each p 2 P :
current-viewid[p] 2 G, initially g0
for each g 2 G:
queue [g], a nite sequence of M  P , initially empty

Transitions:
createview(v)

for each p 2 P , g 2 G:
pending[p; g], a nite sequence of M , initially empty
next [p; g] 2 N 0 , initially 1
next-safe[p; g] 2 N 0 , initially 1
>

>

gprcv(m) , hidden g
p;q

Precondition:
v:id > maxfg : 9S : hg; S i 2 createdg
E ect:
created created [ fvg

Precondition:
g = current-viewid[q]
queue [g](next [q; g]) = hm; pi
E ect:
next [q; g] next [q; g] + 1

newview(v)
Precondition:
v 2 created
v:id > current-viewid[p]
E ect:
current-viewid[p] v:id

safe(m) , hidden g; S

p

p;q

gpsnd(m)

p

E ect:
append m to pending [p; current-viewid[p]]

Precondition:
g = current-viewid[q]
hg; S i 2 created
queue [g](next-safe [q; g]) = hm; pi
for all r 2 S :
next [r; g] > next-safe[q; g]
E ect:
next-safe[q; g] next-safe[q; g] + 1

vs-order(m; p; g)

Precondition:
m is head of pending[p; g]
E ect:
remove head of pending[p; g]
append hm; pi to queue [g]

Figure 3: VS-machine
nally passed to the environment. Thus, VS-machine en(b) All locations in Q and all pairs of locations in Q are good
after .
sures that each gprcv and each safe event occurs at q
when q's view is the same as p's view when the corresponding
(c) If p 2 Q and q 62 Q then (p; q) is bad after .
gpsnd event occurs. The speci cation given in Figure 3 (unThen (; 1) can be written as (0 ;l0 )(00 ; 1), where
like the particular VStoTO algorithm presented later) does
(a) l0  b
not have any notion of \primary" view: it does not treat a
(b) No newview events occur in 00 at locations in Q.
message associated with a majority view di erently from one
in a minority view.
(c) The latest views at all locations in Q after 0 are the
same, say hg; S i, where S = Q.
Note that VS-machine does not include any restrictions
on when a new view might be formed. However, our perfor(d) Every message sent from a location in Q in while in
mance and fault-tolerance property VS-prop, described beview hg;S i at time t has corresponding safe events at all
low, does express such restrictions { it implies that \caprimembers of Q by time max ft; (l + l0 )g + d.
cious" view changes must stop shortly after the behavior of
We de ne the speci cation VS (b; d; Q) to be the pair conthe underlying physical system stabilizes. In any trace of VS- sisting
VS-machine and VS-prop(b; d; Q). We say that
machine, there is a natural correspondence between gprcv a timedofautomaton
A satis es the speci cation VS (b; d; Q)
events and the gpsnd events that cause them, and between provided that every admissible
timed trace of A is in the set
safe events and the gpsnd events that cause them.
de
ned
by
VS-prop
(
b;
d;
Q
).
Now we de ne the performance/fault-tolerance property
VS-prop. Its signature VS-fsig is the same as the signature 5 The Algorithm VStoTO
of VS-machine, with the addition of failure status actions (as
before). We de ne VS-prop as a parameterized property of a Now we describe the VStoTO algorithm, which uses VS to
timed sequence pair ( ; 1) over external actions of VS-fsig. implement TO . As depicted in Figure 1, the algorithm conParameters b and d are nonnegative reals, and Q is a set of sists of an automaton VStoTO for each p 2 P . Code for
VStoTO appears in Figure 5, and some auxiliary de nitions
processors.
VS-prop (b; d; Q):
needed in the code appear in Figure 4.
Both of the following hold:
For the rest of the paper, we x a set Q of quorums , each
1. with timing information removed is a trace of VS-machine :
of which is a subset0 of P . We assume that every pair Q, Q0
2. Suppose that ( ; 1) = ( ; l)(; 1). Suppose that all the fol- in Q satisfy Q \ Q 6= ;.
lowing hold:
The activities of the algorithm consist of normal activity
(a)  contains no failure status events for locations in Q or
and recovery activity. Normal activity occurs while group
for pairs including a location in Q.
views are stable. Recovery activity begins when a new view
p;q

p;q

p

p

Types:
L = G  N 0  P , with selectors
id , seqno , origin
summaries = P (L  A)  (L)  N 0  G, with selectors con ,
ord , next , and high
Operations on types:
For x 2 summaries ,
x:con rm is the pre x of x:ord such that length (x:con rm )
= min (x:next 1; length (x:ord ))
For Y a partial function from processor ids to summaries,
knowncontent (Y ) = [ 2dom( ) Y (q):con
maxprimary (Y ) = max 2dom ( ) fY (q):high g
reps (Y ) = fq 2 dom (Y ) : Y (q):high = maxprimary g
chosenrep (Y ) is some element in reps (Y )
shortorder (Y ) = Y (chosenrep (Y )):ord
fullorder (Y ) is shortorder (Y ) followed by the remaining
elements of dom (knowncontent (Y )), in label order
maxnextcon rm (Y ) = max 2dom ( ) Y (q):next
Figure 4: De nitions used in VStoTO automaton
is presented by VS , and continues while the members exchange and combine information from their previous histories in order to establish a consistent basis for subsequent
normal activity.
In the normal case, each value received by VStoTOp from
the client is assigned a system-wide unique label consisting
of the viewid at p when the value arrives, a sequence number, and the processor id p. The variable current keeps track
of the current view, and the variable nextseqno is used to
generate the sequence numbers. Labels are ordered lexicographically. VStoTO stores the hlabel,valuei pair in a relation content. It sends the pair to the other members of the
current view, using VS , and these other processors also add
the pair to their own content relations. An invariant shows
that each content relation is actually a partial function from
labels to values, and that a given label is associated with the
same data value everywhere.
The algorithm distinguishes primary views, whose membership includes a quorum of processors, from non-primary
views. When VStoTO receives a hlabel,valuei pair while it is
in a primary view, it places the label at the end of its sequence
order . In combination with content, order describes a total
order of submitted data values; this represents a tentative
version of the system-wide total ordering of data values that
the TO service is supposed to provide. The consistent order
of message delivery within each view (guaranteed by VS ) ensures that order is consistent among members of a particular
view, but it need not always be consistent among processors
in di erent views. When VStoTO receives a hlabel,valuei
pair while it is in a non-primary view, it does not process the
pair (except for recording it in content).
VStoTO remembers which data values have been reported as safely delivered to all members of the current view,
using a set safe-labels of labels. When a label is in safe-labels,
it is a candidate for becoming \con rmed" for release to the
client. Labels in the order sequence become con rmed in
the same order in which they appear in order . The variable
nextcon rm is used to keep track of the pre x of the current
order sequence that is con rmed. VStoTO can release data
values associated with con rmed labels to the client, in the
order described by order . The variable nextreport is used to
keep track of which values have been released to the client.
Recovery activity begins when VS performs a newview
event. This activity involves exchanging and combining information to integrate the knowledge of di erent members of
the new view. The recovery process consists of two, possibly
overlapping phases. In the rst phase of recovery, each mem>
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ber of a new view uses VS to send a state-exchange message
containing a summary of that processor's state, including
the values of its content, order and nextcon rm variables. In
order to use this state information, each processor must determine which member has the most up-to-date information.
For this purpose, another variable highprimary is used to
record the highest view identi er of a primary view in which
an order was calculated that has a ected the processor's own
order sequence. (This e ect can be through the processor's
own earlier participation in that primary view, or through
indirect information in previous state exchange messages.)
The value of the highprimary variable is also included in the
summary sent in the state-exchange message.
During this rst phase of recovery, VStoTO records the
summary information received from the other members of
the new view, in gotstate, which is a partial function from
processor ids to summaries. Once VStoTO has collected
all members' summaries, it processes the information in one
atomic step; at this point, it is said to establish the new view.
The processor processes state information by rst de ning
its con rmed labels to be longest pre x of con rmed labels
known in any of the summaries. Then it determines the
representatives, which are the members whose summaries include the greatest highprimary value. Then the information
is processed in di erent ways, depending on whether or not
the new view is primary.
If the new view is not primary, the processor adopts as
its new order the order sent by a particular \chosen" representative processor. In this case, highprimary is set equal
to the greatest highprimary in any of the summaries, i.e.,
the highprimary of the chosen representative. On the other
hand, if the view is primary, the processor adopts as its new
order the order computed as above for non-primary views,
extended with all other known labels appearing in any of the
summaries in gotstate, arranged in label order. In this case,
highprimary is set equal to the new viewid.
Extracting the various pieces of information described
above from gotstate requires some auxiliary functions, which
are de ned in Figure 4. Namely, let Y be a value of the type
recorded in the gotstate component. Then knowncontent(Y )
contains all the (label, value) pairs in the summaries recorded
in Y . Also, maxprimary (Y ) is the greatest view identi er of
an established primary appearing in any of the summaries,
reps (Y ) denotes the set of members that know of this view,
and chosenrep(Y ) is some consistently-chosen element of this
set. (Any method can be used to select the particular representative, as long as all processors select the same one from
identical information; for example, they could choose the representative with the highest processor id, or the one with the
shortest or longest order sequence.) Now shortorder is the
order of the chosen representative; this is the order adopted
in a non-primary view, as described above. And fullorder
consists of shortorder (Y ) followed by the remaining elements
of knowncontent(Y ), in label order; this is the order adopted
in a primary view. We also de ne maxnextcon rm(Y ) to be
the highest among the reported nextcon rm values in the
exchanged state.
At this point, the rst phase of recovery is completed,
and normal processing of new client messages is allowed to
resume. However, for a primary view, there is a second phase
of recovery, which involves collecting the VS safe indications
for the state-exchange messages. VStoTO remembers these
indications in a variable safe-exch. This phase may overlap
with the summary collection phase. Once the state exchange
is safe, all labels used in the exchange are marked as safe,
and all associated messages are con rmed just as they would
p
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p

Signature:
Input:
bcast(a) , a A
gprcv(m) , q P , m (L A) summaries
safe(m) , q P , m (L A) summaries
newview(v) , v views
States:
2

p

2

q;p

2

q;p

2

2





[

[

2

p

current 2 views, initially hg0 ; P i
status 2 fnormal ; send ; collect g, initially normal
content  L  A, initially ;
nextseqno 2 N 0 , initially 1
bu er , a nite sequence of elements of L, initially 
safe-labels  L, initially ;
order, a nite sequence of L, initially 
nextcon rm 2 N 0 , initially 1
>

>

Transitions:
bcast(a)
p

E ect:
content content [ fhhcurrent :id ; nextseqno; pi; aig
append hcurrent :id ; nextseqno; pi to bu er
nextseqno nextseqno + 1

gpsnd( l; a )
h

i p

Precondition:
status = normal
l is head of bu er
hl; ai 2 content
E ect:
delete head of bu er

p

q;p

con rm

p

nextreport 2 N 0 , initially 1
highprimary 2 G, initially g0
gotstate, a partial function from P to summaries, initially ;,
safe-exch  P , initially ;,
>

Derived variables:

primary, a Boolean, de ned to be the condition that current :set
contains some quorum.

newview(v)
E ect:
current v
nextseqno 1
bu er 
gotstate ;
safe-exch ;
safe-labels ;
status send
p

gpsnd(x)
Precondition:
status = send
x = hcontent ; order; nextcon rm; highprimaryi
E ect:
status collect
p

gprcv(hl; ai)
E ect:
content content [ fhl; aig
if primary then
order order  hhlii
q;p

safe(hl; ai)
E ect:
if primary then
safe-labels safe-labels [ flg
q;p

con rm

p

Precondition:
primary
order (nextcon rm) 2 safe-labels
E ect:
nextcon rm nextcon rm + 1

brcv(a)

q;p

Precondition:
nextreport < nextcon rm
horder (nextreport); ai 2 content
q = order(nextreport):origin
E ect:
nextreport nextreport + 1

Figure 5:
be in normal processing. For a non-primary view, there is no
second phase of recovery, i.e., the safe indications are ignored.
The state of VStoTO also records the status of processing, which may be normal (anywhere other than in the rst
phase of recovery), send (in the rst phase of recovery, after
the new view announcement but before sending the stateexchange message), or collect (in the rst phase of recovery,
waiting for some state-exchange messages).
p

6 Correctness - Safety Argument

De ne VStoTO-sys to be the composition of VS-machine and
VStoTO for all p 2 P , with the actions used for communication between the two layers (that is, the gpsnd, gprcv,
safe and newview actions) hidden. In a state of the composition, we refer to the separate state variables by giving a
subscript p indicating a variable that is part of the state of
p

Output:
gpsnd(m) , m 2 (L  A) [ summaries
brcv(a) , a 2 A, q 2 P
Internal:

gprcv(x)

q;p

E ect:
content content [ x:con
gotstate gotstate  hq; xi
if (dom(gotstate) = current :set ) ^ (status = collect ) then
nextcon rm maxnextcon rm(gotstate)
if primary then
order fullorder(gotstate)
highprimary current :id
else
order shortorder(gotstate)
highprimary maxprimary(gotstate)
status normal

safe(x)

q;p

E ect:
safe-exch safe-exch [ fqg
if safe-exch = current :set and primary then
safe-labels safe-labels [ range(fullorder(gotstate))

VStoTO
VStoTO .
The proof is based on a forward simulation relation [22]
from VStoTO-sys to TO-machine , established with the help
of a series of invariant assertions for VStoTO-sys. We add
some derived variables to the state of VStoTO-sys, for use in
de ning the simulation relation and in stating and proving
the invariants:
We write allstate[p; g] to denote a set of summaries, dened so that x 2 allstate[p; g] if and only if at least one of
the following four conditions holds:
1. current :id = g and x = hcontent ; order ; nextcon rm ;
highprimary i.
2. x 2 pending[p; g].
3. hx; pi 2 queue[g].
4. For some q, current :id = g and x = gotstate(p) .
Thus, allstate[p; g] consists of all the summary information
p

p

p

p

p

p

p

q

q

that is in the state of p if p's current view is g, plus all the
summary information that has been sent out by p in state
exchange messages in view g and is now remembered elsewhere among the state components of VStoTO-sys. Notice
that allstate[p; g] consists only of summaries: an ordinary
message hl; ai is neverSan element of allstate[p; g]. We write
allstate
[g] to denote 2 allstate[p; g], and allstate to deS
note 2 allstate[g].
S
We write allcontent for 2allstate x:con [ fhl; ai : 9g; p :
hhl; ai; pi 2 range (queue [g ]) _ hl; ai 2 range (pending [p; g ])g.
This represents all the information available anywhere that
links a label with a corresponding data value.
The invariants also require the addition of some history
variables to the state of VStoTO-sys: For every g 2 G,
established[g] is de ned to be a Boolean, initially true if g =
g0 , otherwise false ; this variable is maintained by placing the
statement established[current :id ] true in the e ects part
of gprcv(x) , just after the assignment status normal
(and within the scope of the outer if statement).
For every p 2 P , g 2 G, buildorder [p; g] is de ned to be a
sequence of labels, initially empty; this variable is maintained
by following every statement of processor p that assigns to
order with another statement buildorder[p; current :id ]
order . It follows that if p establishes a view with id g, and
later leaves view g for a view with a higher viewid, then
forever afterwards, buildorder [p; g] remembers the value of
order at the point where p left view g.
We rst prove a long series of invariants, establishing simple relationships among the state variables, and other properties of the reachable states. As usual, each invariant is proved
using induction on the length of an execution, assuming previous invariants. For example, these invariants demonstrate
that allcontent is a function from labels to data values, and
that information received from a processor p is consistent
with p's own knowledge. They show upper and lower bounds
on the highprimary values. Other invariants assert that information present in the summaries in allstate re ects correct
summary information for established views (as summarized
in the history variables established and buildorder ).
The following is a key invariant; it can be used to show
that information from certain processors' tentative orders for
a primary view v is also present in all summaries with higher
viewids. The hypothesis says that every processor in v:set
that has a current :id higher than v:id has succeeded in establishing v, and moreover, has succeeded in including the
sequence  in its order for view v. The conclusion says that
anyplace in the state where information about a higher view
than v is present, information about  is also present.
Invariant 1 Suppose that v 2 created, v:set contains a quorum,  2 L , and for every p 2 v:set, the following is true:
If current :id > v:id then established[v:id ] and  
buildorder [p; v:id ].
Then for every x 2 allstate with x:high > v:id,   x:ord.
The following invariant says that, once all members of a
primary view v agree on a pre x  of order , all summaries
with views at least as high as v will also include sequence .
Its proof uses Invariant 1.
Invariant 2 Suppose that v 2 created, v:set contains a quorum,  2 L , and for every p 2 v:set, established[v:id ] and
  buildorder[p; v:id ].
Then for every x 2 allstate with x:high  v:id,   x:ord.
Other invariants assert the consistency of the sequences
order and con rm throughout the system. For example:
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Invariant 3 If x 2 allstate then the following is true:
There exists v 2 created such that v:id  x:high, v:set contains a quorum, and for every q 2 v:set, established[v:id ]
and x:con rm  buildorder[q; v].
q

Invariant 4 If x; x0 2 allstate then
1. If x:high  x0 :high then x:con rm  x0 :ord.
2. Either x:con rm  x0 :con rm or x0:con rm  x:con rm.
Invariant 4 allows us to de ne another derived variable
that represents the collective knowledge of the con rmed order, throughout the system. Namely, in any reachable state,
we write allcon rm for lub 2allstate (x:con rm).
Next, we de ne the simulation relation f . We de ne it
as a function from reachable states of VStoTO-sys to states
of TO-machine . (We assume an arbitrary default value for
unreachable states.) Namely, if x is a reachable state of
VStoTO-sys, then f (x) = y where:
1. y:queue = applyall(hx:allcontent; origini; x:allcon rm),
where the selector origin is regarded as a function from
labels to processors.
2. y:next [p] = x:next-report .
3. y:pending[p] = applyall(x:allcontent; s) where s is the sequence of labels such that
(a) range (s) is the set of labels l such that l:origin = p,
hl; ai 2 x:allcontent for some a, and
l 62 range (allcon rm).
(b) s is ordered according to the label order.
The rst clause says that y:queue is the sequence of hvalue,
origini pairs corresponding to the sequence x:allcon rm of
labels that are con rmed anywhere in the system. For each
label in x:allcon rm, the set x:allcontent, which contains all
the content information that appears anywhere in the system, is used to obtain the value, and origin is used to extract the origin. (Note that the set of pairs x:allcontent is
treated as a function, and that the two functions are paired
together into one for use with the applyall operator.) The
second clause de nes y:next [p] directly from the corresponding next-pointer in x. The third clause de nes y:pending[p]
to be the sequence of values corresponding to all the labels in the system with origin p that are not included in
x:allcon rm, arranged in label order. For each such label,
x:allcontent is used to obtain the value. Note that the wellde nedness of this simulation rests on the invariant that says
that x:allcontent is a function, and on Invariant 4, which
yields the de nedness of allcon rm.
Lemma 6.1 Function f is a forward simulation.
Proof. By induction. The proof amounts to showing that
the initial states are related by f , and showing that this relationship is preserved by all steps of the system. In showing
that the steps preserve the relationship, some of the invariants are used (for example, Invariant 4).
2
x

p

Theorem 6.2 Every trace of VStoTO-sys is a trace of

TO-machine.

7 Performance and Fault-Tolerance

We argue that the performance and fault-tolerance characteristics of TO (for certain values of the parameters) are implied by the corresponding ones for VS (for certain parameter values), together with performance and fault-tolerance
characteristics of the VStoTO processes. In order to do this,
we need a richer model for the system than we have been

using so far. This richer model must include timing and failure information. We de ne this richer model in two separate
pieces, for VStoTO and for VS .
For the VStoTO part, we de ne a timed automaton called
VStoTO 0 for every p. This timed automaton is obtained by
modifying the untimed automaton VStoTO as follows:
 Add new input actions good , bad and ugly .
0
 Add new time-passage actions  (t) for all t 2 R
.
 Add a new state component failure-status, with values in
fgood ; bad ; ugly g, initially good .
 Add new code fragments for the failure status actions,
just setting the failure-status variable appropriately.
 Add a new precondition to each output and internal action, that failure-status 6= bad .
 Add a code fragment for each  (t):
p

p

p

p

p

>

 (t)

Precondition:
if failure-status = good then
no output or internal action is enabled
E ect:
none

The new precondition on output and internal actions says
that the processor takes no steps when its failure status is
bad . The new time-passage actions are allowed to happen at
any point, unless there is some output or internal action that
is supposed to happen immediately (because it is enabled and
the processor is good ).
For the VS part, we now x b and d to be particular
constants. We assume that we have any timed automaton
A that satis es the speci cation VS (b; d; Q) from Section 4
for every set 0 Q of processors that contains a quorum. Dene VStoTO -sys to be the composition of A and VStoTO 0
for all p 2 P , with the actions used for communication between the two layers (that is, the gpsnd, gprcv, safe and
newview), hidden. Note that the failure status input actions are not hidden. The composition operator used here is
timed automaton composition.
We show that any admissible timed trace of VStoTO 0 -sys
satis es TO-prop , for certain values of the parameters:
Theorem 7.1 Every admissible timed trace of VStoTO 0 -sys
satis es TO-prop (b+d; d; Q) for every Q that contains a quorum.
Proof. 0 Let ( ; 1) be any admissible timed trace of
VStoTO -sys , and let be an admissible timed execution of
VStoTO 0 -sys that gives rise to . Fix Q to be any set of
processors containing a quorum.
We rst show Condition 1 of the de nition of TO-prop :
that with the timing information removed is a trace of
TO-machine . This follows from general composition results
for timed automata (see, e.g., Chapter 23 of [20]), using what
we have already proved in the safety part of the paper.
The more interesting property to show is Condition 2, the
performance and fault-tolerance property. Our strategy for
proving the needed property of is to use an auxiliary \conditional" property VStoTO-prop of . VStoTO-prop uses the
\conclusion" part of VS-prop(b; d; Q) for A, together with the
performance and
fault-tolerance assumptions for the processors VStoTO 0 , to infer the conclusion part of TO-prop (b +
d; d; Q).
p

p

VStoTO-prop:
Suppose
that can be written as 0 00 , such that:
1. 00 contains no newview events at locations in Q.
2. The latest views at all locations in Q after 0 are the same, say
hg; S i, where S = Q.

3. Every message sent from a location in Q in while in view hg; S i
at time t has corresponding safe events at all members of Q by
time max (t; ltime( 0)) + d.
4. 00 contains no failure status events for locations in Q or for pairs
including a location in Q.
5. All0 locations in Q and all pairs of locations in Q are good after
.
6. If p 2 Q and q 62 Q then (p; q) is bad after 0.
Then 00 can000be written as 000 0000 , where
1. ltime( )  d
2. Every data value sent from a location in Q in at0 time
t is delivered at all members of Q by time max ft; ltime( 000 )g + d.
3. Every data value delivered to any location in Q at0 time
t is delivered at all members of Q by time max ft; ltime( 000 )g + d.

We prove VStoTO-prop operationally. In our proof, the execution fragment 000 whose existence is asserted in the conclusion of VStoTO-prop extends until every member of Q has
received the safe indication for every state-exchange message
sent in view hg; S i. Our proof uses the fact that Q contains
a quorum, and also the fact that the \good" processors perform enabled actions immediately.
Based on the VStoTO-prop, it is easy to unwind the de nitions of VS-prop
(b; d; Q) and TO-prop (b+d;d; Q) and prove
that VStoTO 0 -sys satis es TO-prop (b + d; d; Q). Namely,
suppose as in the hypothesis of TO-prop (b + d; d; Q) that the
failure-status actions stabilize in Q. Then by the property
VS-prop(b; d; Q), within time at most b, the VS layer stabilizes to a situation in which there are no view changes, view
information is consistent within Q, and messages among processors in Q are delivered (and made safe) within time d.
At this point, the hypothesis of VStoTO-prop has been
proved; we next apply VStoTO-prop, which says that in an
additional time at most d, the system stabilizes to a situation
where all client-level data values are delivered within time d.
This is as needed for TO-prop (b + d; d; Q).
2
Theorem 7.1 yields the main result:
Theorem 7.2 VStoTO 0 -sys satis es the speci cation
TO (b + d; d; Q), for every Q that contains a quorum.

8 Implementing VS

An implementation of VS can be constructed from the 3round membership protocol of [10]. In this protocol, once a
view is formed, it is \held together" by a circulating token,
which is started by a deterministically chosen leader, and
which travels from member to member around a logical ring.
Each processor knows the size of the ring, and so it sets a
timer that expires if the token does not return in a reasonable amount of time. If a member crashes, or communication
failure causes the token to be lost or delayed, the timer expiration triggers formation of a new view. Similarly a new
view is initiated if contact occurs from a processor outside
the current membership.
Once a processor determines that a new view is needed, it
broadcasts a call-for-participation in the new view (together
with a unique viewid chosen to be larger than any the processor has seen). The membership of the view is all processors
that reply to the broadcast. A processor may not reply to
one call after replying to another with higher viewid. Once
the membership is determined, this is sent to the members
which then join the view (unless they have already agreed to
participate in a view with higher viewid). A leader within
the view membership launches the token.
To provide ordered message delivery, we use the token
to carry the sequence of messages. Each processor bu ers
messages from the client until the token passes; the messages
are then appended to the token. Each processor examines the

sequence carried by the token, and passes to its client any
messages that it has not already passed on. The token also
carries an indication of how many messages each member
passed to its client, when the token last left that member.
This is the basis for the safe indication: a message is safe
once the token records that all members have passed it to
the corresponding clients.
Suppose the following hold of the underlying physical system of processors and links:
 While status
= good , processor p takes any enabled
step immediately.
 While status
= bad , processor p takes no locally controlled step.
 While status
= good , every packet sent from p to q
arrives within time 
 While status
= bad , no packet is delivered from p to q
As analyzed in [10] the protocol above implements VS (b; d; Q),
where Q is any set of processors, b = 9 +maxf +(n+3); g,
and d = 2 + n. Here, n is the number of processors in Q, 
is the spacing of token creation by the ring leader (this must
satisfy  > n), and  is the spacing of attempts to contact
newly connected processes.
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9 Conclusions

Future work involves using VS to construct other applications, for example, load-balancing applications. Considering
other applications may lead to di erent variants of the specication; it would be interesting to identify these variants and
understand how they relate to each other. It also remains
to apply the approach of this paper to the task of specifying and analyzing other group-communication services, e.g.,
services involving multiple groups with possibly-overlapping
memberships, services in which processors voluntarily join or
leave groups, or services that include combined broadcasts
and convergecasts.
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